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SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

0310212012

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 773-5646 REVISION 2

SRP SECTION: 19 - Probability Risk Assessment and Severe Accident
Evaluation Application Section: Appendix A

APPLICATION SECTION: 19A

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 6123/2011

QUESTION NO.: 19-532

Does the US-APWR design certification aircraft impact assessment take any exceptions to NEI
07-13 guidance or methodology? If so, the applicant must identify and provide brief justifications
for those exceptions in the DCD. A detailed justification for each exception should be included in
the applicant's AIA documentation. Also, in Section 19A.3, it is stated that methods described in
NEI 07-13 were followed and a reference 19D-2 (should be reference 19A-2) is cited but not
listed in Appendix 19A. Please provide the correct reference and clarify if assessment
methodology different from the NEI 07-13, Rev. 7 has been used.

SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER:

The US-APWR design certification aircraft impact assessment has been revised to be
fully in accordance with the methodology for assessing the effects for aircraft impacts
described in Revision 8 of NEI 07-13, "Methodology for Performing Aircraft Impact
Assessments for New Plant Designs." The guidelines of Revision 8 were fully followed
with no exceptions taken. The reference in DCD Section 19A.1 to NEI 07-13 will be
revised to update the reference to NEI 07-13, Revision 8.

Impact on DCD

See attached marked up page 19A-1.

Impact on R-COLA

There is no impact on the R-COLA.

Impact on S-COLA

There is no impact on the S-COLA.
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Impact on PRA

There is no impact on the PRA.

Impact on Topical/Technical Report

There is no impact on Topical/Technical Report.
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SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

03/0212012

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 773-5646 REVISION 2

SRP SECTION: 19 - Probability Risk Assessment and Severe Accident
Evaluation Application Section: Appendix A

APPLICATION SECTION: 19A

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 6/23/2011

QUESTION NO.: 19-535

In DCD Section 19A.4.3, the applicant credits the use of 3-hour fire barriers, including fire door
and watertight fire doors for separating the safety divisions within the Reactor Building (R/B) and
the east and west Power Source Buildings (PS/Bs). Please clarify that all intervening penetration
seals and dampers also have 3-hour ratings. Please also clarify that all elements (i.e., wall, doors,
dampers, penetration seals) of fire barriers that are key design features and are credited for the"one-barrier" option in NEI 07-13, have both a 3-hour fire rating and are able to withstand 5psid
overpressure to prevent fire spread. The US-APWR DCD should identify and describe the
specific fire barriers credited for the "one-barrier" option.

SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER:

As stated in the original response to Question No. 19-535, (provided in UAP-HF-1 1268, dated
August 22, 2011), all elements (i.e., wall, doors, dampers, penetration seals) of fire barriers
within the R/B and the east and west PS/Bs that are key design features and are credited for
the "one-barrier" option in NEI 07-13 have a 3-hour fire rating and are able to withstand 5 psid
overpressure to prevent fire spread. The DCD will be revised to reflect those 3-hour fire
barriers within the R/B and the east and west PS/Bs that are credited to withstand 5 psid
overpressure in the US-APWR aircraft impact assessment. Specifically, DCD Figures 9A-1
through 9A-9 and the legend will be revised to identify the 3-hour fire barriers within the R/B
and the east and west PS/Bs that are credited to withstand 5 psid overpressure. Additionally,
the description of the fire barriers in Section 9A.3 will be updated to reflect the 3-hour fire
barriers within the R/B and the east and west PS/Bs that are also credited to withstand 5 psid
overpressure.

Impact on DCD
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See attached marked-up pages for Section 9A.3 and Figures 9A-1 through 9A-9 and the
legend for the figures.

Impact on R-COLA

There is no impact on the R-COLA.

Impact on S-COLA

There is no impact on the S-COLA.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on the PRA.

Impact on Topical/Technical Report

There is no impact on Topical/Technical Report.
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SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

03/0212012

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 773-5646 REVISION 2

SRP SECTION: 19 - Probability Risk Assessment and Severe Accident
Evaluation Application Section: Appendix A

APPLICATION SECTION: 19A

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 612312011

QUESTION NO.: 19-538

It is stated in Section 19A.1 of the U.S. APWR DCD, Revision 2 that the methodology used for
assessing effects of aircraft impact is described in NEI 07-13, "Methodology for Performing
Aircraft Impact Assessments for New Plant Designs," Revision 7 (NEI 07-13). Tables 3-4 and 3-
5 of NEI 07-13 describe the guidelines for assessing the effects of an aircraft impact that could
occur while the plant is shutdown and the reactor is being cooled via the shutdown cooling
system. Contrary to the requirements of paragraph (b)(1) of 10 CFR 50.150, Section 19F.4 does
not contain a description of design features nor functional capabilities relied upon to ensure that
the assessment requirements in paragraph (a)(1) of 10 CFR 50.150 are met while the plant is
shutdown and the reactor is being cooled via the shutdown cooling system. Please modify
Section 19A.4 to include a description of (1) design features and/or functional capabilities relied
upon to ensure that the assessment requirements in paragraph (a)(1) of 10 CFR 50.150 are met
while the plant is shutdown and the reactor is being cooled via the shutdown cooling system, and
(2) how these design features and/or functional capabilities meet the assessment requirements in
paragraph (a)(1) of 10 CFR 50.150. Specifically, please describe how these key design features
are capable of assuring core cooling following a beyond-design-basis aircraft impact event for a
sufficient period of time to allow implementation of measures that will assure long term core
cooling. The staff considers 24 hours to be a sufficient amount of time to implement mitigation
measures for long-term core cooling. Please provide the staff with marked-up copy of Section
19A.4 that shows the required descriptions and include the descriptions in the next Revision of
the DCD. If detailed descriptions of the subject design features are described in sections of the
DCD other than 19A.4. Then, in section 19A.4, identify the features and the sections of the DCD
containing the descriptions. Please, include descriptions of any success criteria in the U.S.
APWR design PRA that are associated with the key design features.

SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER:

[ Security-Related Information-Withheld under 10 CFR 2.390 ]
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Security-Related Information-Withheld under 10 CFR 2.390
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Security-Related Information-Withheld under 10 CFR 2.390

Impact on DCD

See attached mark-up pages 19A-2, and 19A-4.

Impact on R-COLA

There is no impact on the R-COLA.

Impact on S-COLA

There is no impact on the S-COLA.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on the PRA.

Impact on TopicallTechnical Report

There is no impact on Topical/Technical Report.
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SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

0310212012

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 773-5646 REVISION 2

SRP SECTION: 19 - Probability Risk Assessment and Severe Accident
Evaluation Application Section: Appendix A

APPLICATION SECTION: 19A

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 6123/2011

QUESTION NO.: 19-543

In Section 19A.4.2, a description of key design features that limits the location and effects of
potential aircraft strike on the R/B and the PS/B is provided. Provide the rationale for limiting
potential aircraft strikes on the R/B and PS/B.

SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER:

The original response to Question No. 19-543 (provided in UAP-HF-11268, dated August
22, 2011), is clarified to state that the US-APWR Beyond Design Basis Aircraft Impact
Assessment takes credit only for the screening of adjacent structures following the
methodology of NEI 07-13, Section 3.2. No credit is taken for the screening of intervening
structures as that term is used in the NEI 07-13 methodology.

The adjacent structures for which screening credit is taken in accordance with the NEI 07-
13 methodology are provided in the original response to Question No. 19-543 and in DCD
Section 19A.4.2 as revised by the original response to Question No. 19-543. Additionally,
Item 1 in Section 19A.4.2 concerning the screening effect of the Auxiliary Building (A/B)
will be revised to add a second sentence as follows:

I Security-Related Information-Withheld under 10 CFR 2.390

Impact on DCD

See attached DCD Revision 3 mark-up pages 1.2-59, 1.2-86 and 19A-3.
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Mark-ups of the following DCD figures will be included in a future Update Tracking Report:

Chapter 8
Figure 8.3.1-4 Class 1E electrical equipment layout (Sheet 5 of 5)

Chapter 9
Figure 9A-1 7 Fire Zones and Fire Areas A/B EL 76'-5" (Roof)

Chapter 11
Figure 11.5-2h Location of Radiation Monitors at Plant (Power Block at Elevation 76'-5")

Chapter 12
Figure 12.3-1 Radiation Zones for Normal Operation/Shutdown (Sheet 22 of 34) Auxiliary
Building at Elevation 76'-5"

Figure 12.3-2 General Plant Arrangement with Post Accident Vital Areas (Sheet 8 of 10)
Power Block at Elevation 76'-5"

Figure 12.3-3 Post Accident Radiation Zone MAP:lhour After Accident (Sheet 8 of 10)
Power Block at Elevation 76'-5"

Figure 12.3-4 Post Accident Radiation Zone MAP:lday After Accident (Sheet 8 of 10)
Power Block at Elevation 76'-5"

Figure 12.3-5 Post Accident Radiation Zone MAP:lweek After Accident (Sheet 8 of 10)
Power Block at Elevation 76'-5"

Figure 12.3-6 Post Accident Radiation Zone MAP:lmonth After Accident (Sheet 8 of 10)
Power Block at Elevation 76'-5"

Figure 12.3-11 Post Accident Radiation Zone MAP: 1week After Accident (Sheet 8 of
10) Power Block at Elevation 76'-5"

Impact on R-COLA

There is no impact on the R-COLA.

Impact on S-COLA

There is no impact on the S-COLA.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on the PRA.

Impact on Topical/Technical Report

There is no impact on Topical/Technical Report.
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SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

0310212012

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 773-5646 REVISION 2

SRP SECTION: 19 - Probability Risk Assessment and Severe Accident
Evaluation Application Section: Appendix A

APPLICATION SECTION: 19A

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 6/23/2011

QUESTION NO.: 19-544

In Section 19A.4.2, the applicant has identified key design features for maintaining an intact
containment but did not describe how the key design features show that the containment will
remain intact. In accordance with thel0 CFR 50.150(b)(2), the applicant is required to
provide a description of how the identified design features and functional capabilities meet
the assessment requirements. Sufficiency criteria for the intact containment are provided in
Section 2.5.1 of NEI 07-13, Rev. 7. The applicant is requested to provide a description how
the identified key design features meet the rule requirement that, with reduced use of
operator actions, the containment remains intact, i.e., perforation of concrete containment
with steel liner does not occur on impact and that the containment ultimate pressure
capability, given a core damage event, would not be exceeded before effective mitigation
strategies can be implemented. Provide a description of (1) features that are relied upon to
maintain the containment intact following a core damage event and (2) all equipment needed
to maintain ultimate pressure capability until effective mitigation strategies can be
implemented.

SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER:

KSecurity-Related Information-Withheld under 10 CFR 2.390 J
Impact on DCD

See attached markup page 19A-1.
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Impact on R-COLA

There is no impact on the R-COLA.

Impact on S-COLA

There is no impact on the S-COLA.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on the PRA.

Impact on Topical/Technical Report

There is no impact on Topical/Technical Report.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL
DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANT

US-APWR Design Control Document

f

Security-Related Information - Withheld Under 10 CFR 2.390

Figure 1.2-9 Power Block at Elevation 76'-5" - Plan View\I J

Tier 2 1.2-59 Re~eR4
Tier 2 1.2-59 ROeIGIeR



1. INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL
DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANT

US-APWR Design Control Document

DCD_19-543
Sol

Security-Related Information - Withheld Under 10 CFR 2.390

Figure 1.2-36 Auxiliary Building at Elevation 76'-S" - Plan View\I- -'-

Tier 2 1.246 Re~e.~4
Tier 2 1.2-86 Revision I



9. AUXILIARY SYSTEMS US-APWR Design Control Document

required, the plant fire brigade can assist the smoke removal for the stairwell utilizing

portable equipment.

Fire Protection Adequacy Evaluation

The stairwell is maintained free of transient combustibles and does not have any
equipment installed within its boundaries associated with plant operation. The stairwell
boundary provides a minimum of 3-hour fire rated protection from adjacent plant areas.
This allows the stairwell to serve as an emergency exit and access passage protected
from any fire affect from fires in the adjacent areas.

Fire Protection System Integrity

The fire boundaries of the stairwell are of substantial construction and provide protection
of at least 3 hours of an ASTM E-1 19 exposure. While there is no automatic fire detection
or suppression systems located within the stairwell, the extremely low expected
maximum fire loading is not capable of compromising the structural integrity of the
stairwell boundaries. This provides more than adequate assurance of fire protection
system integrity for the stairwell.

Safe Shutdown Evaluation

A fire in this area has no potential to damage the ability of safe-shutdown function,
because they are not installed in this fire area. The fire in this fire area, therefore, will not
adversely impact the ability to achieve and maintain safe-shutdown.

Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

There are no normal radiological materials located within the stairwell and the stairwell in
located in the non-radiologically controlled access portion of the R/B which results in an
extremely low probability that any radiological materials would pass through the stairwell.
The 3-hour fire boundaries provide assurance that any fire impact that could credibly
occur within the stairwell will be contained within the stairwell boundaries. In the
extremely remote probability that any radiological materials were involved within a fire
within the stairwell, they would be confined by the structural boundaries of the stairwell.

This assures that a fire within the FA2-101-01 stairwell would not result in a radioactive
release to the environment.

9A.3.3 FA2-102 A-Emergency Feedwater Pump (TID) Room

Figures 9A-1 through 9A-4 show the location of this fire area in the southeastern corner of
the R/B. This fire area consists of one fire zone designated as fire zone FA2-102-01. This
room contains A-EFW pump (T/D) and A-EFW pump area AHU. There is sufficient
combustible fire loading from lube oil, and electrical cable insulation to result in a
maximum anticipated fire loading of 6.2E+04 Btu/ft2. The walls of this room are of
reinforced concrete construction which easily provides a fire resistive capability exceed 3-
hour fire resistance as defined by ASTM E-1 19. The door and all openings or penetrations DCD 19-535
into this room are protected with 3-hour fire resistive seals or components. In addition to sO, -

Tier 2 9A-18 RevmsoeR 3



9. AUXILIARY SYSTEMS US-APWR Design Control Document

the 3-hour fire resistance rating. certain barriers are designed to provide 5 psid pressure DCD 19-535
resistance, including doors, penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid SO1
requirements are identified in Figures 9A-1 through 9A-12.

This area is identified as being associated with safety train A.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-102-01 is provided with automatic heat detection, and manual fire alarm pull station
is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from wet-pipe
automatic sprinkler system. Secondary suppression is provided from manual fire hose
station.

Smoke Control Features

Any HVAC ductwork passing into the area is provided with automatic closing fire dampers
at fire area boundaries as required by NFPA 90A. Smoke migration into the area is
mitigated by appropriately sealed penetrations and openings of the fire area boundaries.
Smoke removal as required due to fire within the area can be accomplished by the plant
fire brigade utilizing portable fans and flexible ducting.

Fire Protection Adequacy Evaluation

The fire area boundaries are constructed with concrete walls in excess of 8 inches thick
and 3-hour rated fire doors and protected penetrations and openings are provided for fire
confinement. HVAC ductwork passing into this area is equipped with fire dampers in
accordance with the guidance of NFPA 90A.

There is a certain amount of lubrication oil but this oil is normally enclosed within the
lubrication oil systems and any leakage from the system is cleaned up and leaks repaired
by periodic maintenance. Other major fire threat to this room is from transient
combustibles associated with maintenance activities during equipment outages. The
rooms are provided with an automatic fire detection system which alarms upon high
temperature detection and summons the plant fire brigade. Should a large fast growing
fire occur due to a major turbine or lube oil leak in the pump room, an automatic wet-pipe
sprinkler system is provided which can control or extinguish the fire.

The fire protection system for this room is designed in accordance with NFPA 72 and 14,
and is the combination of smoke detectors and manual hose stations. Based on the
expected fire hazards within the compartment during normal operation and the maximum
expected fire during equipment maintenance, the 3-hour fire rated boundaries of the
compartment are more than sufficient to contain any unsuppressed fire that can be
expected to occur within the compartment. On this basis, there is adequate fire protection
provided for this compartment (fire area).

Fire Protection System Integrity

The fire protection capability for the pump room is provide by a highly reliable automatic
sprinkler system. Should this system inadvertently actuate or discharge water due to an

Tier 2 9A-1 9 ReWeoen 3



9. AUXILIARY SYSTEMS US-APWR Design Control Document

impact or mechanical failure, the resulting water flow would summon the fire brigade
which could expediently isolate the water flow if no fire was present.

The fire protection capability for this area is provided from manual hose streams applied
by the plant fire brigade. The standpipe is designed to code (NFPA 14) and unlikely to
release water except after extreme seismic events. Since this is a safety-related area, all
fire protection system piping is seismically supported to prevent its falling on safety-
related equipment during an event and causing damage. Unintended operation of the fire
suppression is not expected since deliberate manual activation is required. In the event of
a fire, electrical cables and equipment in the area would be protected from significant
water intrusion since they are installed above the floor elevation above expected flooding
levels.

Safe Shutdown Evaluation

A fire in this area has the potential to damage the following typical systems of safe-
shutdown function.

" A EFWS (T/D)

" A-EFW Pump Area HVAC System

* A-Safety I&C System

Since this fire area is separated from the Train B, C, and D areas by 3-hour fire rated
barriers, two safety trains of equipment in other fire areas can achieve and maintain safe-
shutdown from full power, and the fire in this fire area, therefore, will not adversely impact
the ability of safe-shutdown.

Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

This area is located in the south RIB portion of the structure which is within the non-
radiologically controlled access area of the R/B. Radiological material is not allowed
within this building area by administrative controls. The piping systems in the area do not
contain fluids with radiological content. As such, a fire in this area is not deemed credible
of causing a radioactive release to the environment.

9A.3.4 FA2-103 B-Emergency Feedwater Pump (MID) Room

Figures 9A-1 and 9A-2 show the location of this fire area in the southeastern corner of the
R/B. This fire area consists of one fire zone designated as fire zone FA2-103-01. This
room contains B-EFW pump (M/D) and B-EFW pump area AHU. Maximum fire loading
within this room is not expected to exceed 3.5E+04 Btu/ft 2 with the primary fire hazard
being electrical cables and wiring associated with the EFW pump motor. A minor amount
of lube oil and electrical cable insulation are present. The walls of this room are of
reinforced concrete construction which easily provides a fire resistive capability exceed 3-
hour fire resistance as defined by ASTM E-1 19. The door and all openings or penetrations
into this room are protected with 3-hour fire resistive seals or components. In addition to
the 3-hour fire resistance rating. certain barriers are designed to provide 5 psid pressure

DCD_ 9-535
Sol

Tier 2 9A-20 Re~eA4
Tier 2 9A-20 RAIFORMAR 2



9. AUXILIARY SYSTEMS US-APWR Design Control Document

resistance, including doors, penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid I DCD-19-535
requirements are identified in Figures 9A-1 through 9A-12. IS01

This area is identified as being associated with safety train B

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-103-01 is provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual fire alarm pull
station is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from
manual fire hose stations. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire
extinguishers.

Smoke Control Features

Any HVAC ductwork passing into the area is provided with automatic closing fire dampers
at fire area boundaries as required by NFPA 90A. Smoke migration into the area is
mitigated by appropriately sealed penetrations and openings of the fire area boundaries.
Smoke removal as required due to fire within the area can be accomplished by the plant
fire brigade utilizing portable fans and flexible ducting.

Fire Protection Adequacy Evaluation

The fire area boundaries are constructed with concrete walls in excess of 8 inches thick
and 3-hour rated fire doors and protected penetrations and openings are provided for fire
confinement. HVAC ductwork passing into this area is equipped with fire dampers in
accordance with the guidance of NFPA 90A.

There is a small amount of lube oil associated with the pump and motor bearings and the
combustible associated with the motor windings, cable routing and instrumentation. The
major fire threat to this room is from transient combustibles associated with maintenance
activities during equipment outages.

The rooms are provided with a smoke fire detection system located within the rooms and
in the adjacent corridor and other fire areas. An alarm will summon the plant fire brigade
should a fire occur.

The fire protection system for this room is designed in accordance with NFPA 72 and 14,
and is the combination of smoke detectors and manual hose stations. Based on the
expected fire hazards within the compartment during normal operation and the maximum
expected fire during equipment maintenance, the 3-hour fire rated boundaries of the
compartment are more than sufficient to contain any unsuppressed fire that can be
expected to occur within the compartment. On this basis, there is adequate fire protection
provided for this compartment (fire area).

Fire Protection System Integrity

The fire protection capability for this area is provided from manual hose streams applied
by the plant fire brigade. The standpipe is designed to code (NFPA 14) and unlikely to
release water except after extreme seismic events. Since this is a safety-related area, all

Tier 2 9A-21 ReY*S*eR-3



9. AUXILIARY SYSTEMS US-APWR Design Control Document

fire protection system piping is seismically supported to prevent its falling on safety-
related equipment during an event and causing damage. Unintended operation of the fire
suppression activity is not expected since deliberate manual activation is required. In the
event of a fire, electrical cables and equipment in the area would be protected from
significant water intrusion since they are installed above the floor elevation above
expected flooding levels.

Safe Shutdown Evaluation

A fire in this area has the potential to damage the following typical systems of safe-
shutdown function.

" B-EFWS (M/D)

" B-EFW Pump Area HVAC System

" B-Safety I&C System

Since this fire area is separated from the Train A, C, and D areas by 3-hour fire rated
barriers, two safety trains of equipment in other fire areas can achieve and maintain safe-
shutdown from full power, and the fire in this fire area, therefore, will not adversely impact
the ability of safe-shutdown.

Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

This area is located in the south RIB portion of the structure which is within the
non-radiological controlled access area of the R/B. Radiological material is not allowed
within this building area by administrative controls. The piping systems in the area do not
contain fluids with radiological content. As such, a fire in this area is not deemed credible
of causing a radioactive release to the environment.

9A.3.5 FA2-104 A-Component Cooling Water Pump Room

Figures 9A-1 and 9A-2 show the location of this fire area in the southeastern portion of
the R/B. This fire area consists of one fire zone designated as fire zone FA2-104-01. This
room contains A-CCWP and CCW HX. Maximum fire loading within this fire area is not
expected to exceed 3.1 E+04 Btu/ft2 with the primary fire hazard being electrical cables
and wiring associated with the CCWP motor. A minor amount of lube oil and grease are
associated with the CCWP. The walls of this room are of reinforced concrete construction
which easily provides a fire resistive capability exceed 3-hour fire resistance as defined
by ASTM E-119. The door and all openings or penetration into the room are protected
with 3-hour fire resistive seals or components. In addition to the 3-hour fire resistance
rating, certain barriers are designed to provide 5 psid pressure resistance, including
doors. penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 osid reauirements are

DCD_ 9-535
Sol

doors Denetration seals and da Ders. The fire barriers with 5 nsid reauirements are
identified in Fintire~ QA-1 thrniirih QA-12
identified in Fig"rp-, QA-1 through 9A-19

This area is identified as being associated with safety train A.

Tier 2 
9A-22 
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9. AUXILIARY SYSTEMS US-APWR Design Control Document

Since this fire area is separated from the Train A, B, and D areas by 3-hour fire rated
barriers, two safety trains of equipment in other fire areas can achieve and maintain safe-
shutdown from full power, and the fire in this fire area, therefore, will not adversely impact
the ability of safe-shutdown.

Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

This area is located in the south R/B portion of the structure which is within the non-
radiological controlled access area of the R/B. Radiological material is not allowed within
this building area by administrative controls. The piping systems in the area do not
contain fluids with radiological content. As such, a fire in this area is not deemed credible
of causing a radioactive release to the environment.

9A.3.8 FA2-107 D-Component Cooling Water Pump Room

Figures 9A-1 and 9A-2 show the location of this fire area in the southwestern portion of
the R/B. This fire area consists of one fire zone designated as fire zone FA2-107-01. This
room contains D-CCWP and CCW HX. Maximum fire loading within this fire area is not
expected to exceed 3.2E+04 Btu/ft2 with the primary fire hazard being electrical cables
and wiring associated with the CCWP motor. A minor amount of lube oil and grease are
associated with the CCWP. The walls of this room are of reinforced concrete construction
which easily provides a fire resistive capability exceed 3-hour fire resistance as defined
by ASTM E-119. The door and all openings or penetrations into the room are protected
with 3-hour fire resistive seals or components. In addition to the 3-hour fire resistance
ratina. certain barriers are designed to orovide 5 Dsid pressure resistance. including
doors, penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid requirements are
identified in Fiaures 9A-1 throuah 9A-12.

DCD_19-535
Sol

This area is identified as being associated with safety train D.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-107-01 is provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual fire alarm pull
station is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from
manual fire hose stations. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire
extinguishers.

Smoke Control Features

Any HVAC ductwork passing into the area is provided with automatic closing fire dampers
at fire area boundaries as required by NFPA 90A. Smoke migration into the area is
mitigated by appropriately sealed penetrations and openings of the fire area boundaries.
Smoke removal as required due to fire within the area can be accomplished by the plant
fire brigade utilizing portable fans and flexible ducting.

Tier 2 9A-28 Re~.A4
Tier 2 9A-28 Raw"nean 2



9. AUXILIARY SYSTEMS US-APWR Design Control Document

Since this fire area is separated from the Train A, B, and C areas by 3-hour fire rated
barriers, two safety trains of equipment in other fire areas can achieve and maintain safe-
shutdown from full power, and the fire in this fire area, therefore, will not adversely impact
the ability of safe-shutdown.

Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

This area is located in the south RIB portion of the structure which is within the non-
radiological controlled access area of the RIB. Radiological material is not allowed within
this building area by administrative controls. The piping systems in the area do not
contain fluids with radiological content. As such, a fire in this area is not deemed credible
of causing a radioactive release to the environment.

9A.3.9 FA2-108 D-Emergency Feedwater Pump (T/D) Room

Figures 9A-1 through 9A-4 show the location of this fire area in the southeastern corner
of the R/B. This fire area consists of one fire zone designated as fire zone FA2-108-01.
This room contains D-EFW pump (T/D) and D-EFW pump area AHU. There is sufficient
combustible fire loading from lube oil and electrical cable insulation to result in a
maximum anticipated fire loading of 1.1 E+05 Btu/ft2. The walls of this room are of
reinforced concrete construction which easily provides a fire resistive capability exceed 3-
hour fire resistance as defined by ASTM E-1 19. The door and all openings or penetrations
into the room are protected with 3-hour fire resistive seals or components. In addition to
the 3-hour fire resistance ratina, certain barriers are desianed to provide 5 osid oressure
resistance, including doors, penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid
requirements are identified in Figures 9A-1 through 9A-12.
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This area is identified as being associated with safety train D.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-108-01 is provided with automatic heat detection, and manual fire alarm pull station
is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from wet-pipe
automatic sprinkler system. Secondary suppression is provided from manual fire hose
station.

Smoke Control Features

Any HVAC ductwork passing into the area is provided with automatic closing fire dampers
at fire area boundaries as required by NFPA 90A. Smoke migration into the area is
mitigated by appropriately sealed penetrations and openings of the fire area boundaries.
Smoke removal as required due to fire within the area can be accomplished by the plant
fire brigade utilizing portable fans and flexible ducting.

Fire Protection Adequacy Evaluation

The fire area boundaries are constructed with concrete walls in excess of 8 inches thick
and 3-hour rated fire doors and protected penetrations and openings are provided for fire
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shutdown from full power, and the fire in this fire area, therefore, will not adversely impact

the ability of safe-shutdown.

Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

This area is located in the south RIB portion of the structure which is within the non-
radiologically controlled access area of the R/B. Radiological material is not allowed
within this building area by administrative controls. The piping systems in the area do not
contain fluids with radiological content. As such, a fire in this area is not deemed credible
of causing a radioactive release to the environment.

9A.3.10 FA2-109 C-Emergency Feedwater Pump (MID) Room

Figures 9A-1 and 9A-2 show the location of this fire area in the southwestern corner of
the R/B. This fire area consists of one fire zone designated as fire zone FA2-109-01. This
room contains C-EFW pump (M/D) and A-EFW pump area AHU. Maximum fire loading
within the pump room is not expected to exceed 3.5E+04 Btu/ft2 with the primary fire
hazard being electrical cables and wiring associated with the EFWP motor. A minor
amount of lube oil and electrical cable insulation are present. The walls of this room are of
reinforced concrete construction which easily provides a fire resistive capability exceed 3-
hour fire resistance as defined by ASTM E-1 19. The door and all openings or penetrations
into the room are protected with 3-hour fire resistive seals or components. In addition to
the 3-hour fire resistance ratina, certain barriers are desianed to Drovide 5 Dsid pressure
resistance, including doors, penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid
requirements are identified in Figures 9A-1 through 9A-12.

This area is identified as being associated with safety train C.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-109-01 is provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual fire alarm pull
station is installed as secondary detection Primary fire suppression is provided from
manual fire hose stations. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire
extinguishers.

Smoke Control Features

Any HVAC ductwork passing into the area is provided with automatic closing fire dampers
at fire area boundaries as required by NFPA 90A. Smoke migration into the area is
mitigated by appropriately sealed penetrations and openings of the fire area boundaries.
Smoke remova as required due to fire within the area can be accomplished by the plant
fire brigade utilizing portable fans and flexible ducting..

Fire Protection Adequacy Evaluation

The fire area boundaries are constructed with concrete walls in excess of 8 inches thick
and 3-hour rated fire doors and protected penetrations and openings are provided for fire
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water discharge to occur. This assures adequate fire protection system integrity for this

fire area.

Safe Shutdown Evaluation

A fire in this area has no potential to damage the ability of safe-shutdown function,
because they are not installed in this fire area. The fire in this fire area, therefore, will not
adversely impact the ability to achieve and maintain safe-shutdown.

Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

This area is located in the south RIB portion of the structure which is within the non-
radiologically controlled access area of the R/B. Radiological material is not allowed
within this building area by administrative controls. There are no piping systems in the
area that could contain fluids with radiological content. As such, a fire in this area is not
deemed credible of causing a radioactive release to the environment.

9A.3.12 FA2-111 FA2-111 Corridor

Figures 9A-1 and 9A-2 show the location of this fire area which is corridor located on the
east side of the south R/B. The fire area consists of one fire zone designated as fire zone
FA2-111-01. The structural boundaries of the fire area provide a minimum of 3-hour fire
resistance to an ASTM E-119 exposure fire. All penetrations between adjacent areas and
FA2-1 11 are protected with 3-hour fire rated penetration seals and components. In
addition to the 3-hour fire resistance ratina, certain barriers are designed to provide 5 gsid
pressure resistance, includina doors, penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers
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with 5 psid requirements are identified in Figures 9A-1 through 9A-12. Maximum
anticipated combustible loading for FA2-111 is slight with loading anticipated to be no
more than 2.8E+04 Btu/ft2. The combustible loading is due to the presence of safety train
A associated electrical cables, panels, instrumentation and controls.

FA2-111 is identified as being associated with safety train A since there are some cables
and instruments.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-111-01 is provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual fire alarm pull
station is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from
manual fire hose stations. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire
extinguishers.

Smoke Control Features

The fire area is formed with 3-hour fire rated barriers whose penetrations and openings
that are compatible with the 3-hour fire rating. This provides confinement for any smoke
generated within the area and prevents smoke intrusion into the area from adjacent
areas. Should smoke removal be required from the area, the plant fire brigade has the
necessary portable equipment to accomplish this.
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Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

This area is located in the south R/B portion of the structure which is within the non-
radiologically controlled access area of the R/B. Radiological material is not allowed
within this building area by administrative controls. The piping systems in the area do not
contain fluids with radiological content. As such, a fire in this area is not deemed credible
of causing a radioactive release to the environment.

9A.3.13 FA2-112 FA2-112 Corridor

Figures 9A-1 and 9A-2 show the location of this fire area which is corridor located on the
south portion of the R/B. The fire area consists of one fire zone designated as fire zone
FA2-112-01. The structural boundaries of the fire area provide a minimum of 3-hour fire
resistance to an ASTM E-119 exposure fire. All penetrations between adjacent areas and
FA2-112 are protected with 3-hour fire rated penetration seals and components. In
addition to the 3-hour fire resistance rating, certain barriers are designed to provide 5 psid
pressure resistance, including doors, penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers
with 5 psid requirements are identified in Figures 9A-1 through 9A-12. Maximum
anticipated fire loading within the corridor is not expected to exceed 2.9E+04 Btu/ft2. The
combustible loading is due to the presence of safety train D associated electrical cables,
panels, instrumentation and controls.

FA2-112 is identified as being associated with safety train D.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-112-01 is provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual fire alarm pull
station is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from
manual fire hose stations. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire
extinguishers.

Smoke Control Features

The fire area is formed with 3-hour fire rated barriers whose penetrations and openings
that are compatible with the 3-hour fire rating. This provides confinement for any smoke
generated within the area and prevents smoke intrusion into the area from adjacent
areas. Should smoke removal be required from the area, the plant fire brigade has the
necessary portable equipment to accomplish this.

Fire Protection Adequacy Evaluation

The fire area is constructed with concrete walls in excess of 8 inches thick and provided
with a fire door to the room to provide complete isolation of the room. All openings and
penetrations into the fire area are protected to provide complete isolation in the event of a
fire.

The major fire threat to this room is from the cables and the transient combustibles
associated with maintenance activities during equipment outages. The fire protection
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contain fluids with radiological content. As such, a fire in this area is not deemed credible
of causing a radioactive release to the environment.

9A.3.14 FA2-113 A-SI Pump Room, CSIRHR Pump Room Area

Figure 9A-1 and 9A-2 show the location of this fire area in the northeast corner of the R/B.
The fire area consists of four individual rooms each assigned a specific fire zone
designation. FA2-113-01 is the A SIP room, FA2-113-02 is the A CS/RHR pump room and
FA2-113-03 is the corridor that provides access to the two pump rooms, FA2-113-04 is the
A R/B Sump Tank Room. The fire loading in the SIP room is not expected to exceed
4.6E+04 Btu/ft2 of lube oil in the SIP and low voltage and control electrical cable within
the room. The fire loading within the CS/RHR pump room is lower at a maximum
expected fire loading of 3.OE+04 Btu/ft2 due to high voltage, low voltage and control
electrical cable within the room and lube oil associated with the pump. The maximum
expected fire loading in the corridor is 3.OE+04 Btu/ft2 and is due primarily to low voltage
and control electrical circuits installed within the corridor. The fire loading within A R/B
Sump Tank Room is not expected to exceed 1.2E+4 Btu/ft2 . The walls of this room are of
reinforced concrete construction which easily provides a fire resistive capability exceed 3-
hour fire resistance as defined by ASTM E-119. In addition to the 3-hour fire resistance

doors, penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid requirements are
identified in Figures 9A-1 through 9A-12. The doors entrance to each pump room is of
labyrinth design due to the need to shield the corridor from the pump rooms.

This area is identified as being associated with safety train A.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-113-01 is provided with automatic heat detection, and manual fire alarm pull station
is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from wet-pipe
automatic sprinkler system. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire
extinguishers.

FA2-113-02, FA2-113-03 and FA2-113-04 are provided with automatic smoke detection,
and manual fire alarm pull station is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire
suppression is provided from manual fire hose stations. Secondary suppression is
provided from portable fire extinguishers.

Smoke Control Features

Any HVAC ductwork passing into the area is provided with automatic closing fire dampers
at fire area boundaries as required by NFPA 90A. Smoke migration into the area is
mitigated by appropriately sealed penetrations and openings of the fire area boundaries.
Smoke removal as required due to fire within the area can be accomplished by the plant
fire brigade utilizing portable fans and flexible ducting.
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voltage and control electrical cable within the room and lube oil associated with the pump.
The maximum expected fire loading in the corridor is 3.4E+04 Btu/ft2 and is due primarily
to low voltage and control electrical circuits installed within the corridor. The walls of this
room are of reinforced concrete construction which easily provides a fire resistive
capability exceed 3-hour fire resistance as defined by ASTM E-119. In addition to the 3-
hour fire resistance rating, certain barriers are designed to provide 5 psid pressure
resistance, including doors, penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid
requirements are identified in Figures 9A-1 through 9A-12. The doors entrance to each
pump room is of labyrinth design due to the need to shield the corridor from the pump
rooms.

DCD-1 9-535
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This area is identified as being associated with safety train D.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-116-01 is provided with automatic heat detection, and manual fire alarm pull station
is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from wet-pipe
automatic sprinkler system. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire
extinguishers.

FA2-116-02 and FA2-116-03 are provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual
fire alarm pull station is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is
provided from manual fire hose stations. Secondary suppression is provided from
portable fire extinguishers.

Smoke Control Features

Any HVAC ductwork passing into the area is provided with automatic closing fire dampers
at fire area boundaries as required by NFPA 90A. Smoke migration into the area is
mitigated by appropriately sealed penetrations and openings of the fire area boundaries.
Smoke removal as required due to fire within the area can be accomplished by the plant
fire brigade utilizing portable fans and flexible ducting.

Fire Protection Adequacy Evaluation

The fire area boundaries are constructed with concrete walls in excess of 8 inches thick
and 3-hour rated fire doors and protected penetrations and openings are provided for fire
confinement. HVAC ductwork passing into this area is equipped with fire dampers in
accordance with the guidance of NFPA 90A.

A large fire in the SIP room would activate the automatic fire sprinkler system reducing
the damage expected.

The fire protection system for this room is designed in accordance with NFPA 72 and 14,
and is the combination of smoke/heat detectors and manual hose stations. Based on the
expected fire hazards within the compartment during normal operation and the maximum
expected fire during equipment maintenance, the 3-hour fire rated boundaries of the
compartment are more than sufficient to contain any unsuppressed fire that can be
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Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

The potential radiological material within this area is contained within the pressure
boundaries associated with the piping systems. Some minor surface contamination could
be present due to system leakage but significant releasable radioactive material is not
expected to be present. Even if radioactive material was released by a fire occurring in
this area, the smoke products would be confined to the room and if released, it would be
through the R/B ventilation system after appropriate filtration. Any water discharge for fire
fighting purposes would be confined to the R/B and appropriate treatment would occur
before release to the environment. There is therefore, no credible release form a fire in
this fire area expected.

9A.3.26 FA2-127 FA2-127 Area

The FA2-127 area consists of eight individual fire zones located within the north general
area of the R/B. The location of the fire zones of FA2-127 are shown on Figures 9A-1
through 9A-7. The following listing provides the individual designation, number of the fire
zones, and maximum expected fire load for each fire zone associated with FA2-127.

Fire Zone

FA2-127-01

FA2-127-02

FA2-127-03

FA2-127-04

FA2-127-05

FA2-127-06

FA2-127-07

FA2-127-08

Designation

B1F Corridor

Piping Room

FA2-127-03 B1MF Corridor

Piping Room for Charging Pump

Refueling Water Recirculation Pump Room

Seal Water Hx Room

FA2-127-07 Corridor

FA2-127-08 Piping Room

Fire Loading (Btulft2)
2.OE+04

4.6E+04

4.6E+04

4.6E+04

2.7E+04

7.OE+02

2.7E+04

3.7E+04

The borders of this fire area are constructed using reinforced concrete and other material
which results in fire resistance that provides at least a 3-hour ASTM E-119 fire rating.
Openings and penetrations into this fire area are protected with fire protection features
provide at least 3-hour fire resistance. In addition to the 3-hour fire resistance rating,
certain barriers are designed to provide 5 psid pressure resistance, including doors,
penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid requirements are identified in
Figures 9A-1 throuah 9A-12.

This area is identified as being associated with safety train A and D.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-127-01-08 are provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual fire alarm pull
station is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from
manual fire hose stations. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire
extinguishers.
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Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

This fire area is within the radiologically controlled access area of the R/B. The potential
radiological material within this area is most likely associated with transient material or
potential contamination if piping systems containing radiological materials in the adjacent
fire area and fire zones incur uncontrolled leakage. Even if radioactive material was
released by a fire occurring in this area, the smoke products would be confined to the
area and if released into the adjacent areas; it would release to the environment through
the R/B ventilation system after appropriate filtration. Any water discharge for fire fighting
purposes would be confined to the R/B and appropriate treatment would occur before
release to the environment. There is therefore, no credible radioactive release from a fire
in this fire area.

9A.3.27 FA2-128 B - Spent Fuel Pit Pump Room

The FA2-128 area consists of four individual fire zones located within the north general
area of the R/B. The location of the fire zones of FA2-128 are shown on Figures 9A-2
through 9A-4. The following listing provides the individual designation, number of the fire
zones, and maximum expected fire load for each fire zone associated with FA2-128.

Fire Zone

FA2-128-01

FA2-128-02

FA2-128-03

FA2-128-04

Designation

FA2-128 - 01 Corridor

FA2-128 - 02 Corridor

B - Spent Fuel Pit Pump Room

B - Spent Fuel Pit Hx Room

Fire Loading (Btulft2)
1.5E+04

3.0E+04

3.OE+04

2.8E+04

The borders of this fire area are constructed using reinforced concrete and other material
which results in fire resistance that provides at least a 3-hour ASTM E-119 fire rating.
Openings and penetrations into this fire area are protected with fire protection features
provide at least 3-hour fire resistance. In addition to the 3-hour fire resistance rating.
certain barriers are designed to provide 5 psid pressure resistance, including doors,
penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid requirements are identified in
Figures 9A-1 through 9A-12.

This area is identified as being associated with safety train D.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-128-01-04 are provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual fire alarm pull
station is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from
manual fire hose stations. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire
extinguishers.

Smoke Control Features

Any HVAC ductwork passing into the area is provided with automatic closing fire dampers
at fire area boundaries as required by NFPA 90A. Smoke migration into the area is
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The borders of this fire area are constructed using reinforced concrete which results in
fire resistance that exceeds a 3-hour ASTM E-119 fire exposure. Openings and
penetrations into this fire area are protected with fire protection features provide at least
3-hour fire resistance. In addition to the 3-hour fire resistance rating. certain barriers are DCD_19-535

designed to Drovide 5 psid pressure resistance, including doors, penetration seals and Sol
dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid requirements are identified in Figures 9A-1 through
9A- 12.

The area is identified as being associated with safety train B.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-151-01 through 06 are provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual fire
alarm pull station is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided
from manual fire hose stations. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire
extinguishers.

Smoke Control Features

Any HVAC ductwork passing into the area is provided with automatic closing fire dampers
at fire area boundaries as required by NFPA 90A. Smoke migration into the area is
mitigated by appropriately sealed penetrations and openings of the fire area boundaries.
Smoke removal as required due to fire within the area can be accomplished by the plant
fire brigade utilizing portable fans and flexible ducting.

Fire Protection Adequacy Evaluation

The fire area boundaries are constructed with concrete walls in excess of 8 inches thick
and 3-hour rated fire doors and protected penetrations and openings are provided for fire
confinement. HVAC ductwork passing into this area is equipped with fire dampers in
accordance with the guidance of NFPA 90A.

The combustible loading in this area's individual fire zones varies from negligible to light
and is not comprised of highly combustible materials. The major combustible material
present consists of electrical cable insulation and minor plastic contained with a few
instruments and controls present. The most likely fire threat to the area is from transient
combustibles associated with maintenance activities during equipment outages.

The fire protection system for this room is designed in accordance with NFPA 72 and 14,
and is the combination of smoke detectors and manual hose stations. Based on the
expected fire hazards within the compartment during normal operation and the maximum
expected fire during equipment maintenance, the 3-hour fire rated boundaries of the
compartment are more than sufficient to contain any unsuppressed fire that can be
expected to occur within the compartment. On this basis, there is adequate fire protection
provided for this compartment (fire area).
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area consists of six fire zones which have overall maximum fire loading and designation
as follows:

Fire Zone No. Designation

FA2-152-01 C RHR Piping Room

FA2-152-02

FA2-152-03

FA2-152-04

FA2-152-05

FA2-152-06

C Safeguard Component Area AHU Room

C CS/RHR Hx Room

FA2-152-04 Corridor

R/B-2F C-Piping Penetration Area (FA2-152-05)

R/B-2F C-Piping Penetration Area (FA2-152-06)

Fire Load (Btu/ft 2)

2.8E+04

3.3E+04

2.7E+04

2.9E+04

3.1 E+04

4.8E+04

The borders of this fire area are constructed using reinforced concrete which results in
fire resistance that exceeds a 3-hour ASTM E-119 fire exposure. Openings and
penetrations into this fire area are protected with fire protection features provide at least
3-hour fire resistance. In addition to the 3-hour fire resistance rating, certain barriers are
designed to provide 5 psid pressure resistance, including doors, penetration seals and
damoers. The fire barriers with 5 osid requirements are identified in Fiaures 9A-1 throuah
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9A-12. I
The area is identified as being associated with safety train C.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-152-01-06 are provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual fire alarm pull
station is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from
manual fire hose stations. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire
extinguishers.

Smoke Control Features

Any HVAC ductwork passing into the area is provided with automatic closing fire dampers
at fire area boundaries as required by NFPA 90A. Smoke migration into the area is
mitigated by appropriately sealed penetrations and openings of the fire area boundaries.
Smoke removal as required due to fire within the area can be accomplished by the plant
fire brigade utilizing portable fans and flexible ducting.

Fire Protection Adequacy Evaluation

The fire area boundaries are constructed with concrete walls in excess of 8 inches thick
and 3-hour rated fire doors and protected penetrations and openings are provided for fire
confinement. HVAC ductwork passing into this area is equipped with fire dampers in
accordance with the guidance of NFPA 90A.

The combustible loading in this area's individual fire zones varies from negligible to light
and is not comprised of highly combustible materials. The major combustible material
present consists of electrical cable insulation and minor plastic contained with a few
instruments and controls present. The most likely fire threat to the area is from transient
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areas; it would release to the environment through the R/B ventilation system after
appropriate filtration. Any water discharge for fire fighting purposes would be confined to
the R/B and appropriate treatment would occur before release to the environment. There
is therefore, no credible radioactive release from a fire in this fire area.

9A.3.32 FA2-153 D-RHR Piping Room Area

The D-RHR piping room area is located in the northwest corner of the radiologically
controlled access portion of the R/B as shown on Figures 9A-2 through 9A-6. This fire
area consists of five fire zones which have overall maximum fire loading and designation
as follows:

Fire Zone No. Designation Fire Load (Btulft2)

FA2-153-01 D RHR Piping Room 2.8E+04

FA2-153-02 FA2-153-02 Corridor 2.6E+04

FA2-153-03 D CS/RHR Hx Room 2.6E+04

FA2-153-04 D Safeguard Component Area AHU Room 3.OE+04

FA2-153-05 R/B-2F D-Piping Penetration Area(FA2-153-05) 3.2E+04

The borders of this fire area are constructed using reinforced concrete which results in
fire resistance that exceeds a 3-hour ASTM E-119 fire exposure. Openings and
penetrations into this fire area are protected with fire protection features provide at least
3-hour fire resistance. In addition to the 3-hour fire resistance rating, certain barriers are DCD_19-535

designed to provide 5 osid Dressure resistance. including doors. Denetration seals and Sol
dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid reguirements are identified in Figures 9A-1 through
9A- 12.

The area is identified as being associated with safety train D.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-153-01 through 05 are provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual fire
alarm pull station is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided
from manual fire hose stations. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire
extinguishers.

Smoke Control Features

Any HVAC ductwork passing into the area is provided with automatic closing fire dampers
at fire area boundaries as required by NFPA 90A. Smoke migration into the area is
mitigated by appropriately sealed penetrations and openings of the fire area boundaries.
Smoke removal as required due to fire within the area can be accomplished by the plant
fire brigade utilizing portable fans and flexible ducting.
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shutdown from full power, and the fire in this fire area, therefore, will not adversely impact

the ability of safe-shutdown.

Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

This fire area is within the radiologically controlled access area of the R/B. The potential
radiological material within this area is most likely associated with transient material or
potential contamination if piping systems containing radiological materials incur
uncontrolled leakage. Even if radioactive material was released by a fire occurring in this
area, the smoke products would be confined to the area and if released into the adjacent
areas; it would release to the environment through the R/B ventilation system after
appropriate filtration. Any water discharge for fire fighting purposes would be confined to
the R/B and appropriate treatment would occur before release to the environment. There
is therefore, no credible radioactive release from a fire in this fire area.

9A.3.33 FA2-154 A-RHR Piping Room Area

The A-RHR piping room area is located in the northeast corner of the radiologically
controlled access portion of the R/B as shown on Figures 9A-2 through 9A-6. The fire
area consists of seven fire zones which have overall maximum fire loading and
designation as follows:

Fire Zone No. Designation

FA2-154-01

FA2-154-02

FA2-154-03

FA2-154-04

FA2-154-05

FA2-154-06

A RHR Piping Room

FA2-154-02 Corridor

A CS/RHR Hx Room Area

A Safeguard Component Area AHU Room

R/B-2F A-Penetration Area (FA2-154-05)

CN Personnel Airlock Zone

Fire Loading (Btu/ft 2)

2.8E+04

2.6E+04

2.6E+04

3.OE+04

3.OE+04

2.4E+04

The borders of this fire area are constructed using reinforced concrete which results in
fire resistance that exceeds a 3-hour ASTM E-1 19 fire exposure. Openings and
penetrations into this fire area are protected with fire protection features provide at least
3-hour fire resistance. In addition to the 3-hour fire resistance rating, certain barriers are
designed to provide 5 psid pressure resistance, including doors, penetration seals and
dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid requirements are identified in Fiaures 9A-1 throuah
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9A- 12.

This fire area is identified as being associated with safety train A.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-154-01-06 are provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual fire alarm pull
station is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from
manual fire hose stations. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire
extinguishers.
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* A-Safeguard Component Area HVAC System

" A-Safety I&C System

Since this fire area is separated from the Train B, C, and D areas by 3-hour fire rated
barriers, two safety trains of equipment in other fire areas can achieve and maintain safe-
shutdown from full power, and the fire in this fire area, therefore, will not adversely impact
the ability of safe-shutdown.

Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

This fire area is within the radiologically controlled access area of the R/B. The potential
radiological material within this area is most likely associated with transient material or
potential contamination if piping systems containing radiological materials in the adjacent
fire area and fire zones incur uncontrolled leakage. Even if radioactive material was
released by a fire occurring in this area, the smoke products would be confined to the
area and if released into the adjacent areas; it would release to the environment through
the R/B ventilation system after appropriate filtration. Any water discharge for fire fighting
purposes would be confined to the R/B and appropriate treatment would occur before
release to the environment. There is therefore, no credible radioactive release from a fire
in this fire area.

9A.3.34 FA2-155 FA2-155 Area

The FA2-155 corridor is located in the north portion of the R/B as shown on Figures 9A-3.
The fire area consists of single fire zone, FA2-155-01, provide corridor access between
the northeast RIB stairway (FA2-122) on the northeast side of the R/B on levels B1 MF.

The fire area primarily contains safety-related A train cables. Maximum fire loading within
this area is not expected to exceed 2.4E+04 Btu/ft2. The borders of this fire area are
constructed using reinforced concrete which results in fire resistance that exceeds a 3-
hour ASTM E-119 fire exposure. Openings and penetrations into this fire area are
protected with fire protection features provide at least 3-hour fire resistance. In addition to
the 3-hour fire resistance rating. certain barriers are designed to provide 5 psid pressure
resistance, including doors, penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid
requirements are identified in Figures 9A-1 through 9A-12.

The area is identified as being associated with safety train A.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-155-01 is provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual fire alarm pull
station is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from
manual fire hose stations. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire
extinguishers.

DCD_ 9-535
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area that could contain fluids with radiological content. As such, a fire in this area is not
deemed credible of causing a radioactive release to the environment.

9A.3.35 FA2-201 FA2-201 Corridor

The FA2-201 corridor is located in the southeastern portion of the R/B as shown on
Figures 9A-3 through 9A-4. The fire area consists of single fire zone, FA2-201-01,
provides corridor access between the southeast R/B stairway (FA2-1 01) and the train A
and B area on the east side of the R/B on levels 1 F.

The fire area primarily contains safety-related B train cables. FA2-201-01 contains
maximum expected fire load of 2.7E+04 Btu/ft2. The borders of this fire area are
constructed using reinforced concrete which results in fire resistance that exceeds a 3-
hour ASTM E-119 fire exposure. Openings and penetrations into this fire area are
protected with fire protection features provide at least 3-hour fire resistance. In addition to DCD_19-535

the 3-hour fire resistance rating, certain barriers are designed to provide 5 psid pressure Sol

resistance, including doors, penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid
reguirements are identified in Figures 9A-1 through 9A-12.

The area is identified as being associated with safety train B.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-201-01 is provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual fire alarm pull
station is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from
manual fire hose stations. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire
extinguishers.

Smoke Control Features

The fire area is formed with 3-hour fire rated barriers whose penetrations and openings
that are compatible with the 3-hour fire rating. This provides confinement for any smoke
generated within the area and prevents smoke intrusion into the area from adjacent
areas. Should smoke removal be required from the area, the plant fire brigade has the
necessary portable equipment to accomplish this.

Fire Protection Adequacy Evaluation

The fire area is constructed with concrete walls in excess of 8 inches thick and provided
with a fire door to the room to provide complete isolation of the room. All openings and
penetrations into the fire area are protected to provide complete isolation in the event of a
fire. The major fire threat to this room is from the cables and the transient combustibles
associated with maintenance activities during equipment outages. The fire protection
system for this room is designed in accordance with NFPA 72 and 14, and is the
combination of smoke detectors and manual hose stations.

The area is provided with automatic fire detection which alarms upon high smoke
concentration and summons plant fire brigade. Based on the expected fire hazards within
the compartment during normal operation and the maximum expected fire during
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Since this fire area is separated from the Train A, B and C areas by 3-hour fire rated
barriers, one or two safety trains of equipment in other fire areas can achieve and
maintain safe-shutdown from full power, and the fire in this fire area, therefore, will not
adversely impact the ability of safe-shutdown.

Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

This area is located in the south RIB portion of the plant which is within the non-
radiologically controlled access area of the R/B. Radiological material is not allowed
within this building area by administrative controls. There are no piping systems in the
area that could contain fluids with radiological content. As such, a fire in this area is not
deemed credible of causing a radioactive release to the environment.

9A.3.40 FA2-206 FA2-206 Corridor

The FA2-206 corridor is located in the southwestern portion of the R/B as shown on
Figures 9A-3 through 9A-4. The fire area consists of single fire zone, FA2-206-01
provides corridor access between the southwest R/B elevator (FA2-1 10), the west power
source buildings and the train C area on the west side of the R/B on levels 1F.

The fire area primarily contains safety-related C train cables. FA2-206-01 contains
maximum expected fire load of 2.6E+04 Btu/ft2 . The borders of this fire area are
constructed using reinforced concrete which results in fire resistance that exceeds a 3-
hour ASTM E-119 fire exposure. Openings and penetrations into this fire area are
protected with fire protection features provide at least 3-hour fire resistance. In addition to DCD_19-535

the 3-hour fire resistance rating. certain barriers are designed to provide 5 psid pressure Sol

resistance, including doors, penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid
reguirements are identified in Figures 9A-1 through 9A-12.

The area is identified as being associated with safety train C.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-206-01 is provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual fire alarm pull
station is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from
manual fire hose stations. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire
extinguishers.

Smoke Control Features

The fire area is formed with 3-hour fire rated barriers whose penetrations and openings
that are compatible with the 3-hour fire rating. This provides confinement for any smoke
generated within the area and prevents smoke intrusion into the area from adjacent
areas. Should smoke removal be required from the area, the plant fire brigade has the
necessary portable equipment to accomplish this.
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Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

This fire area is within the radiologically controlled access area of the R/B. There are no
piping systems containing radiological materials or other sources of radioactive materials
within the buttress shaft. The potential for radiological material within this area is most
likely associated with transient material or potential contamination if piping systems
containing radiological materials in the adjacent fire area and fire zones incur significant
uncontrolled leakage. There are no fuel sources within the buttress shaft to support a fire
and therefore no event that could release radiological material is credible. Should a fire
occur during an inspection when the buttress shaft is open for buttress inspection, a fire
involving transient material could occur. This would incur at most light surface
contamination and no significant airborne release of material. Any water discharge for fire
fighting purposes would be confined to the R/B and appropriate treatment would occur
before release to the environment. There is therefore, no credible radioactive release
from a fire in this fire area.

9A.3.43 FA2-209 A - Spent Fuel Pit Pump Room

The FA2-209 area consists of seven individual fire zones located within the north general
area of the R/B. The location of the fire zones of FA2-209 are shown on Figures 9A-3
through 9A-7. The following listing provides the individual designation, number of the fire
zones, and maximum expected fire load for each fire zone associated with FA2-209.

Fire Zone

FA2-209-01

FA2-209-02

FA2-209-03

FA2-209-04

FA2-209-05

FA2-209-06

FA2-209-07

Designation

A - Spent Fuel Pit Hx Room

A - Spent Fuel Pit Pump Room

FA2-209-03 Corridor

FA2-209-04 2F Eastside Corridor

FA2-209-05 2F Westside Corridor

FA2-209-06 3F Eastside Corridor

FA2-209-07 Piping Room

Fire Loading (Btulft2)
2.8E+04

3.OE+04

3.1E+04

2.9E+04

2.8E+04

2.9E+04

3.8E+04

The borders of this fire area are constructed using reinforced concrete and other material
which results in fire resistance that provides at least a 3-hour ASTM E-1 19 fire rating.
Openings and penetrations into this fire area are protected with fire protection features
provide at least 3-hour fire resistance. In addition to the 3-hour fire resistance rating,
certain barriers are designed to provide 5 psid pressure resistance, including doors.
penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid reguirements are identified in
Figures 9A-1 throuah 9A-12.

This area is identified as being associated with safety train A.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-209-01-07 are provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual fire alarm pull
station is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from

DCD_19-535
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FA2-210-21 FA2-210-21 4F Westside Corridor 2.7E+04

In general the area contains equipment and circuits that are not associated with a safety
train. The walls defining FA2-210 are of substantial reinforced concrete which provides 3-
hour ASTM E-119 fire resistance. Openings and penetrations into the area are protected
to maintain a 3-hour fire separation. In addition to the 3-hour fire resistance rating, certain
barriers are designed to provide 5 Dsid pressure resistance. includina doors. Denetration
seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid requirements are identified in Figures 9A-
1 throuah 9A-1 2. Due to small amount of power and control electrical cables located in
the corridor, fire loading within the corridor is not expected to exceed 3.2E+04 Btu/ft2.

DCD_19-535
Sol

This area is identified as being associated with non-safety train.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-210 is generally provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual fire alarm pull
station is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from
manual fire hose stations. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire
extinguishers.

FA2-210-10 is provided with heat detection, and manual fire alarm pull station is installed
as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from manual fire hose
stations. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire extinguishers.

FA2-210-13 is provided with linear beam, and manual fire alarm pull station is installed as
secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from manual fire hose stations.
Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire extinguishers.

Smoke Control Features

The fire area is formed with 3-hour fire rated barriers whose penetrations and openings
that are compatible with the 3-hour fire rating. This provides confinement for any smoke
generated within the area and prevents smoke intrusion into the area from adjacent
areas. Should smoke removal be required from the area, the plant fire brigade has the
necessary portable equipment to accomplish this.

Fire Protection Adequacy Evaluation

The fire area is constructed with concrete walls in excess of 8 inches thick and provided
with a fire door to the room to provide complete isolation of the room. All openings and
penetrations into the fire area are protected to provide complete isolation in the event of a
fire. The major fire threat to this room is from the cables and the transient combustibles
associated with maintenance activities during equipment outages. The fire protection
system for this room is designed in accordance with NFPA 72 and 14, and is the
combination of smoke detectors and manual hose stations.

The area is provided with automatic fire detection which alarms upon high smoke
concentration and summons plant fire brigade. Based on the expected fire hazards within
the compartment during normal operation and the maximum expected fire during
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equipment maintenance, the 3-hour fire rated boundaries of the compartment are more
than sufficient to contain any unsuppressed fire that can be expected to occur within the
fire area. On this basis, there is adequate fire protection provided for this fire area.

Fire Protection System Integrity

The fire protection capability for this area is provided from manual hose streams applied
by the plant fire brigade. The standpipe is designed to code (NFPA 14) and unlikely to
release water except after extreme seismic events. The fire protection piping is
seismically supported so that any failure will not cause the piping to impact any safety-
related equipment. Unintended operation of the fire suppression activity is not expected
since deliberate manual activation is required to operate a hose station valve and release
water. In the event of a fire, the equipment within the area is protected from significant
water intrusion since wiring is located in overhead areas and the small amount of panels,
controls and instrumentation are located off the floor by a distance that allows for some
water buildup on the floor.

Safe Shutdown Evaluation

A fire in this area has no potential to damage the ability of safe-shutdown function,
because they are not installed in this fire area. The fire in this fire area, therefore, will not
adversely impact the ability to achieve and maintain safe-shutdown.

Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

This fire area is within the radiologically controlled access area of the RIB. The potential
radiological material within this area is most likely associated with transient material or
potential contamination if piping systems containing radiological materials in the adjacent
fire areas and fire zones incur uncontrolled leakage. Even if radioactive material was
released by a fire occurring in this corridor, the smoke products would be confined to the
corridor area and if released into the adjacent areas; it would release to the environment
through the R/B ventilation system after appropriate filtration. Any water discharge for fire
fighting purposes would be confined to the R/B and appropriate treatment would occur
before release to the environment. There is therefore, no credible radioactive release
from a fire in this fire area.

9A.3.45 FA2-211 FA2-211 Area

The FA2-211 area consists of single fire zone located within the north general area of the
R/B. The location of the fire zones of FA2-211 is shown on Figures 9A-3 and 9A-4.

The walls defining FA2-211 are of substantial reinforced concrete which provides 3-hour
ASTM E-119 fire resistance. Openings and penetrations into the area are protected to
maintain a 3-hour fire separation. In addition to the 3-hour fire resistance rating, certain DCD_19-535

barriers are designed to provide 5 psid pressure resistance, including doors, penetration Sol
seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid requirements are identified in Figures 9A-
1 through 9A-12. Due to small amount of power and control electrical cables located in
the corridor, fire loading within the corridor is not expected to exceed 3.OE+04 Btu/ft2 .
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Safe Shutdown Evaluation

A fire in this area has no potential to damage the ability of safe-shutdown function,
because they are not installed in this fire area. The fire in this fire area, therefore, will not
adversely impact the ability to achieve and maintain safe-shutdown.

Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

This fire area is within the radiologically controlled access area of the R/B. The potential
radiological material within this area is most likely associated with transient material or
potential contamination if piping systems containing radiological materials in the adjacent
fire areas and fire zones incur uncontrolled leakage. Even if radioactive material was
released by a fire occurring in this corridor, the smoke products would be confined to the
corridor area and if released into the adjacent areas; it would release to the environment
through the R/B ventilation system after appropriate filtration. Any water discharge for fire
fighting purposes would be confined to the R/B and appropriate treatment would occur
before release to the environment. There is therefore, no credible radioactive release
from a fire in this fire area.

9A.3.46 FA2-212 FA2-212 Area

The FA2-212 area consists of two fire zones, FA-212-01 and FA2-212-02, which are
located within the north general area of the R/B. The location of these fire zones of FA2-
212 are shown on Figures 9A-3 and 9A-4.

The walls defining FA2-212 are of substantial reinforced concrete which provides 3-hour
ASTM E-1 19 fire resistance. Openings and penetrations into the area are protected to
maintain a 3-hour fire separation. In addition to the 3-hour fire resistance rating. certain DCD_19-535

barriers are designed to provide 5 psid pressure resistance. including doors, penetration Sol
seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid requirements are identified in Figures 9A-
1 throuah 9A-12. Maximum expected fire loading in FA2-212-01 is 2.7E+04 BTU/ft2 due
to electrical cable. Maximum expected fire loading in FA2-212-02 is 2.5E+04 BTU/ft2 due
to electrical cable.

This area is identified as being associated with non-safety train.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-212 is provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual fire alarm pull station is
installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from manual fire
hose stations. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire extinguishers.

Smoke Control Features

The fire area is formed with 3-hour fire rated barriers whose penetrations and openings
that are compatible with the 3-hour fire rating. This provides confinement for any smoke
generated within the area and prevents smoke intrusion into the area from adjacent
areas. Should smoke removal be required from the area, the plant fire brigade has the
necessary portable equipment to accomplish this.
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Board and so forth. The fire loading due to this combustible content is not expected to

exceed 4.OE+04 Btu/ft2.

The borders of this fire area are constructed using construction techniques and material
which results in fire resistance that provides at least a 3-hour ASTM E-119 fire rating.
Openings and penetrations into this fire area are protected with fire protection features
provide at least 3-hour fire resistance. In addition to the 3-hour fire resistance rating, DCD_19-535

certain barriers are designed to provide 5 psid pressure resistance, including doors, Sol
penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid reguirements are identified in
Figures 9A-1 through 9A-12.

The area is identified as being associated with safety train B.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-303-01 is provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual fire alarm pull
station is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from
manual fire hose stations. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire
extinguishers.

Smoke Control Features

Any HVAC ductwork passing into the area is provided with automatic closing fire dampers
at fire area boundaries as required by NFPA 90A. Smoke migration into the area is
mitigated by appropriately sealed penetrations and openings of the fire area boundaries.
Smoke removal as required due to fire within the area can be accomplished by the plant
fire brigade utilizing portable fans and flexible ducting.

Fire Protection Adequacy Evaluation

The fire area boundaries are constructed with concrete walls in excess of 8 inches thick
and 3-hour rated fire doors and protected penetrations and openings are provided for fire
confinement. HVAC ductwork passing into this area is equipped with fire dampers in
accordance with the guidance of NFPA 90A.

The combustible loading in this area is light and a fire of sufficient size and intensity to
compromise the fire barrier boundaries is not deemed credible.

The fire protection system for this room is designed in accordance with NFPA 72 and 14,
and is the combination of smoke detectors and manual hose stations. Based on the
expected fire hazards within the compartment during normal operation and the maximum
expected fire during equipment maintenance, the 3-hour fire rated boundaries of the
compartment are more than sufficient to contain any unsuppressed fire that can be
expected to occur within the compartment. On this basis, there is adequate fire protection
provided for this compartment (fire area).
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area that could contain fluids with radiological content. As such, a fire in this area is not
deemed credible of causing a radioactive release to the environment.

9A.3.49 FA2-304 A-Class 1E I&C Room

Figures 9A-5 and 9A-6 show the location of this fire area in the eastern half of the non-
radiologically controlled access portion of the R/B. The fire area consists of two fire
zones, FA2-304-01 A-Class 1 E I&C room and FA2-304-02, A-Class 1 E I& C room raised-
floor zone. Maximum anticipated fire loading in FA2-304-01 is 4.2E+04 Btulft2 and
comprised of combustible materials from control and instrumentation electrical cables,
electrical and instrumentation panels, and miscellaneous instrumentation. The sub-floor
zone, FA2-304-02, is heavily loaded with electrical cables resulting in a maximum

anticipated fire loading to the compartment of 3.7E+05 Btulft2.

The borders of this fire area are constructed using construction techniques and material
which results in fire resistance that provides at least a 3-hour ASTM E-119 fire rating.
Openings and penetrations into this fire area are protected with fire protection features
provide at least 3-hour fire resistance. In addition to the 3-hour fire resistance rating. DCD_19-535

certain barriers are designed to provide 5 osid pressure resistance. including doors. Sol

penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid requirements are identified in
Figures 9A-1 through 9A-12.

The area is identified as being associated with safety train A.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-304-01 and FA2-304-02 are provided with air aspirating VESDA, and manual fire
alarm pull station is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided
from clean gaseous agent. Secondary suppression is provided from manual fire hose
station.

Smoke Control Features

Any HVAC ductwork passing into the area is provided with automatic closing fire dampers
at fire area boundaries as required by NFPA 90A. Smoke migration into the area is
mitigated by appropriately sealed penetrations and openings of the fire area boundaries.
Smoke removal as required due to fire within the area can be accomplished by the plant
fire brigade utilizing portable fans and flexible ducting.

Fire Protection Adequacy Evaluation

The fire area boundaries are constructed with concrete walls in excess of 8 inches thick
and 3-hour rated fire doors and protected penetrations and openings are provided for fire
confinement. HVAC ductwork passing into this area is equipped with fire dampers in
accordance with the guidance of NFPA 90A.

This room and its sub-floor are contained within 3-hour fire rated barriers which provide
substantial confinement of any fire. The sub-floor to room is separated by floor panels of
aluminum or steel which provide an effective seal. The fire detection system for this area
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shutdown from full power, and the fire in this fire area, therefore, will not adversely impact
the ability of safe-shutdown.

Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

This area is located in the south RIB portion of the plant which is within the non-
radiologically controlled access area of the R/B. Radiological material is not allowed
within this building area by administrative controls. There are no piping systems in the
area that could contain fluids with radiological content. As such, a fire in this area is not
deemed credible of causing a radioactive release to the environment.

9A.3.50 FA2-307 B-Class IE I&C Room

Figures 9A-5 and 9A-6 show the location of this fire area in the eastern half of the non-
radiologically controlled access portion of the R/B. The fire area consists of two fire
zones, FA2-307-01 B-Class I E I&C room and FA2-307-02, B-Class 1 E I& C room raised-
floor zone. Maximum anticipated fire loading in FA2-307-01 is 4.3E+04 Btu/ft2 and
comprised of combustible materials from control and instrumentation electrical cables,
electrical and instrumentation panels, and miscellaneous instrumentation. The sub-floor
zone, FA2-307-02, is heavily loaded with electrical cables resulting in a maximum
anticipated fire loading to the compartment of 4.4E+05 Btu/ft2.

The borders of this fire area are constructed using construction techniques and material
which results in fire resistance that provides at least a 3-hour ASTM E-119 fire rating.
Openings and penetrations into this fire area are protected with fire protection features
provide at least 3-hour fire resistance. In addition to the 3-hour fire resistance rating, DCD_19-535

certain barriers are designed to provide 5 psid pressure resistance, including doors, Sol

penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid requirements are identified in
Figures 9A-1 through 9A-12.

The area is identified as being associated with safety train B.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-307-01 and FA2-307-02 are provided with air aspirating VESDA, and manual fire
alarm pull station is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided
from clean gaseous agent. Secondary suppression is provided from manual fire hose
station.

Smoke Control Features

Any HVAC ductwork passing into the area is provided with automatic closing fire dampers
at fire area boundaries as required by NFPA 90A. Smoke migration into the area is
mitigated by appropriately sealed penetrations and openings of the fire area boundaries.
Smoke removal as required due to fire within the area can be accomplished by the plant
fire brigade utilizing portable fans and flexible ducting.
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" B-Safety I&C system

" B-Class 1 E Power system

" B-Remote Shutdown System

Since this fire area is separated from the Train A, C, and D areas by 3-hour fire rated
barriers, two safety trains of equipment in other fire areas can achieve and maintain safe-
shutdown from full power, and the fire in this fire area, therefore, will not adversely impact
the ability of safe-shutdown.

Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

This area is located in the south R/B portion of the plant which is within the non-
radiologically controlled access area of the R/B. Radiological material is not allowed
within this building area by administrative controls. There are no piping systems in the
area that could contain fluids with radiological content. As such, a fire in this area is not
deemed credible of causing a radioactive release to the environment.

9A.3.51 FA2-308 Main Control Room

Figures 9A-5 and 9A-6 show the location of this fire area in the middle of the non-
radiolocically controlled access portion of the R/B. The fire area consists of three
individual fire zones which are the FA2-308-01 main control room, FA2-308-02 staff room,
and FA2-308-03 main control room raised-floor zone. Maximum anticipated fire loading in
FA2-308-01 is 9.3E+03 Btu/ft2 and comprised of combustible materials from low voltage,
control and instrumentation electrical cables, control consoles, display boards, and
miscellaneous instrumentation. The staff room, FA2-308-02 has a very light maximum

anticipated fire loading of 1.7E+02 Btu/ft2 while the sub-floor zone, FA2-308-03, is
moderately loaded with electrical cables resulting in a maximum anticipated fire loading to
the compartment of 7.OE+04 Btu/ft2 .

The borders of this fire area are constructed using construction techniques and material
which results in fire resistance that provides at least a 3-hour ASTM E-119 fire rating. The
wall separating the main control room and staff areas is of substantial construction with a
minimum fire resistance rating of 1-hour in accordance with guidance provide in RG
1.189, Rev. 1, position 6.1.2. This allows significant separation during a fire between the
two fire zones. Openings and penetrations into this fire area are protected with fire
protection features provide at least 3-hour fire resistance. In addition to the 3-hour fire
resistance rating. certain barriers are designed to provide 5 psid pressure resistance,
including doors, penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid
reguirements are identified in Figures 9A-1 through 9A-12.

DCD_1 9-535
Sol

The area is identified as being associated with safety train A, B, C, D and non-safety train.
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console, the MCR/RSC transfer systems and the transfer switches is administratively
controlled through closed areas with key access.

The transfer systems and the remote shutdown console provide the necessary
defense-in-depth capability to assure safe plant shutdown in the event of a fire in the main
control room area that requires control room evacuation.

Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

This area is located in the south RIB portion of the plant which is within the non-
radiologically controlled access area of the R/B. Radiological material is not allowed
within this building area by administrative controls. There are no piping systems in the
area that could contain fluids with radiological content. As such, a fire in this area is not
deemed credible of causing a radioactive release to the environment.

9A.3.52 FA2-309 D-Class 1E I&C Room

Figures 9A-5 and 9A-6 show the location of this fire area in the western half of the non-
radiologically controlled access portion of the R/B. The fire area consists of two fire
zones, FA2-309-01 D-Class 1 E I&C room and FA2-309-02, D-Class 1 E I& C room
raised-floor zone. Maximum anticipated fire loading in FA2-309-01 is 4.2E+04 Btu/ft2 and
comprised of combustible materials from control and instrumentation electrical cables,
electrical and instrumentation panels, and miscellaneous instrumentation. The sub-floor
zone, FA2-309-02, is heavily loaded with electrical cables resulting in a maximum
anticipated fire loading to the compartment of 3.7E+05 Btu/ft2.

The borders of this fire area are constructed using construction techniques and material
which results in fire resistance that provides at least a 3-hour ASTM E-119 fire rating.
Openings and penetrations into this fire area are protected with fire protection features
provide at least 3-hour fire resistance. In addition to the 3-hour fire resistance rating, DCD-19-535

certain barriers are designed to provide 5 psid pressure resistance, including doors. Sol

penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid requirements are identified in
Figures 9A-1 through 9A-12.

The area is identified as being associated with safety train D.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-309-01 and FA2-309-02 are provided with air aspirating VESDA, and manual fire
alarm pull station is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided
from clean gaseous agent. Secondary suppression is provided from manual fire hose
station.

Smoke Control Features

Any HVAC ductwork passing into the area is provided with automatic closing fire dampers
at fire area boundaries as required by NFPA 90A. Smoke migration into the area is
mitigated by appropriately sealed penetrations and openings of the fire area boundaries.
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Safe Shutdown Evaluation

A fire in this area has the potential to damage the following typical systems of safe-
shutdown function.

" D-Safety I&C system

" D-Class 1 E Power system

" D-Remote Shutdown System

Since this fire area is separated from the Train A, B, and C areas by 3-hour fire rated
barriers, two safety trains of equipment in other fire areas can achieve and maintain safe-
shutdown from full power, and the fire in this fire area, therefore, will not adversely impact
the ability of safe-shutdown.

Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

This area is located in the south R/B portion of the plant which is within the non-
radiologically controlled access area of the R/B. Radiological material is not allowed
within this building area by administrative controls. There are no piping systems in the
area that could contain fluids with radiological content. As such, a fire in this area is not
deemed credible of causing a radioactive release to the environment.

9A.3.53 FA2-312 C-Class 1E I&C Room

Figures 9A-5 and 9A-6 show the location of this fire area in the western half of the non-
radiologically controlled access portion of the R/B. The fire area consists of two fire
zones, FA2-312-01 C-Class 1E I&C room and FA2-312-02, C-Class 1E I& C room
raised-floor zone. Maximum anticipated fire loading in FA2-312-01 is 4.3E+04 Btu/ft2 and
comprised of combustible materials from control and instrumentation electrical cables,
electrical and instrumentation panels, and miscellaneous instrumentation. The sub-floor
zone, FA2-312-02, is heavily loaded with electrical cables resulting in a maximum

anticipated fire loading to the compartment of 4.4E+05 Btu/ft2.

The borders of this fire area are constructed using construction techniques and material
which results in fire resistance that provides at least a 3-hour ASTM E-119 fire rating.
Openings and penetrations into this fire area are protected with fire protection features
provide at least 3-hour fire resistance. In addition to the 3-hour fire resistance rating, DCD_19-535

certain barriers are designed to provide 5 psid pressure resistance, including doors, Sol
penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid requirements are identified in
Figures 9A-1 throuah 9A-12.

The area is identified as being associated with safety train C.

Tier 2 9A-116 
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Safe Shutdown Evaluation

A fire in this area has the potential to damage the following typical systems of safe-
shutdown function.

* D-Safety I&C system

" D-Class 1 E Power system

" D-Main Contol Room HVAC System

* D-Class 1 E Electrical Room HVAC System

" B-Safety Depressurization Valve (train-D)

" D-EFW (T/D)

" D-Remote Shutdown System

Since this fire area is separated from the Train A, B, and C areas by 3-hour fire rated
barriers, two safety trains of equipment in other fire areas can achieve and maintain safe-
shutdown from full power, and the fire in this fire area, therefore, will not adversely impact
the ability of safe-shutdown.

Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

This area is located in the south R/B portion of the plant which is within the non-
radiologically controlled access area of the RIB. Radiological material is not allowed
within this building area by administrative controls. There are no piping systems in the
area that could contain fluids with radiological content. As such, a fire in this area is not
deemed credible of causing a radioactive release to the environment.

9A.3.55 FA2-314 C-Class IE UPS Room

The FA2-314 train C Class UPS room fire area is located on the west side of the non-
radiologically controlled access portion of the R/B as depicted in Figures 9A-5 and 9A-6.
The room, which is designated as a single fire zone, FA2-314-01, contains the train C
Inverter Unit, UPS for MOV, Solenoid Distribution Panel and Safety AC120V Switch
Board and so forth. The fire loading due to this combustible content is not expected to
exceed 4.OE+04 Btu/ft2.

The borders of this fire area are constructed using construction techniques and material
which results in fire resistance that provides at least a 3-hour ASTM E-119 fire rating.
Openings and penetrations into this fire area are protected with fire protection features
provide at least 3-hour fire resistance. In addition to the 3-hour fire resistance rating, DCD-19-535

certain barriers are designed to provide 5 psid pressure resistance, including doors, Sol

Penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid requirements are identified in
Figures 9A-1 through 9A-12.
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Safe Shutdown Evaluation

A fire in this area has the potential to damage the following typical systems of safe-
shutdown function.

" C-Safety I&C system

" C-Class 1 E Power system

" C-Main Control Room HVAC System

" C-Class 1 E Electrical Room HVAC System

" C-Remote Shutdown System

Since this fire area is separated from the Train A, B, and D areas by 3-hour fire rated
barriers, two safety trains of equipment in other fire areas can achieve and maintain safe-
shutdown from full power, and the fire in this fire area, therefore, will not adversely impact
the ability of safe-shutdown.

A fire in this fire area has the potential to damage the following system and safe-
shutdown function.

" C-Main Steam Relief Valve (train-C)

* D-Main Steam Relief Valve (train-C)

Since this area is separated from A and B Main Steam Relief Valves (train-B) by 3-hour
fire barriers, two valves of equipment in other areas can achieve and maintain safe-
shutdown from full power, and the fire in this fire area, therefore, will not adversely impact
the ability of achieving safe-shutdown.

Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

This area is located in the south R/B portion of the plant which is within the non-
radiologically controlled access area of the R/B. Radiological material is not allowed
within this building area by administrative controls. There are no piping systems in the
area that could contain fluids with radiological content. As such, a fire in this area is not
deemed credible of causing a radioactive release to the environment.

9A.3.56 FA2-316 FA2-316 Corridor

The FA2-316 area consists of the single fire zone located within the east area of the R/B.
The location of the fire zone of FA2-316 is shown on Figures 9A-5 through 9A-6.

In this area contains equipment and circuits that are not associated with a safety train.
The walls defining FA2-316 are of substantial reinforced concrete which provides 3-hour
ASTM E-119 fire resistance. Openings and penetrations into the area are protected to DCD_19-535
maintain a 3-hour fire separation. In addition to the 3-hour fire resistance rating, certain ISOl
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barriers are designed to provide 5 psid pressure resistance, including doors, penetration DCD_19-535
seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid requirements are identified in Figures 9A- Sol
1 through 9A-12. Due to small amount of combustibles, fire loading is not expected to

exceed 2.9E+04 Btu/ft2.

This area is identified as being associated with safety train A.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-316 is provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual fire alarm pull station is
installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from manual fire
hose stations. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire extinguishers.

Smoke Control Features

The fire area is formed with 3-hour fire rated barriers whose penetrations and openings
that are compatible with the 3-hour fire rating. This provides confinement for any smoke
generated within the area and prevents smoke intrusion into the area from adjacent
areas. Should smoke removal be required from the area, the plant fire brigade has the
necessary portable equipment to accomplish this.

Fire Protection Adequacy Evaluation

The fire area is constructed with concrete walls in excess of 8 inches thick and provided
with a fire door to the room to provide complete isolation of the room. All openings and
penetrations into the fire area are protected to provide complete isolation in the event of a
fire. The major fire threat to this room is from the cables and the transient combustibles
associated with maintenance activities during equipment outages. The fire protection
system for this room is designed in accordance with NFPA 72 and 14, and is the
combination of smoke detectors and manual hose stations.

The area is provided with automatic fire detection which alarms upon high smoke
concentration and summons plant fire brigade. Based on the expected fire hazards within
the compartment during normal operation and the maximum expected fire during
equipment maintenance, the 3-hour fire rated boundaries of the compartment are more
than sufficient to contain any unsuppressed fire that can be expected to occur within the
fire area. On this basis, there is adequate fire protection provided for this fire area.

Fire Protection System Integrity

The fire protection capability for this area is provided from manual hose streams applied
by the plant fire brigade. The standpipe is designed to code (NFPA 14) and unlikely to
release water except after extreme seismic events. The fire protection piping is
seismically supported so that any failure will not cause the piping to impact any safety-
related equipment. Unintended operation of the fire suppression activity is not expected
since deliberate manual activation is required to operate a hose station valve and release
water. In the event of a fire, the equipment within the area is protected from significant
water intrusion since wiring is located in overhead areas and the small amount of panels,
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controls and instrumentation are located off the floor by a distance that allows for some

water buildup on the floor.

Safe Shutdown Evaluation

A fire in this area has the potential to damage the following typical system of safe-
shutdown function.

• A-Remote Shutdown System

Since this fire area is separated from the Train B, C and D areas by 3-hour fire rated
barriers, two safety trains of equipment in other fire areas can achieve and maintain safe-
shutdown from full power, and the fire in this fire area, therefore, will not adversely impact
the ability of safe-shutdown.

Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

This fire area is within the radiologically controlled access area of the RIB. The potential
radiological material within this area is most likely associated with transient material or
potential contamination if piping systems containing radiological materials in the adjacent
fire areas and fire zones incur uncontrolled leakage. Even if radioactive material was
released by a fire occurring in this corridor, the smoke products would be confined to the
corridor area and if released into the adjacent areas; it would release to the environment
through the R/B ventilation system after appropriate filtration. Any water discharge for fire
fighting purposes would be confined to the R/B and appropriate treatment would occur
before release to the environment. There is therefore, no credible radioactive release
from a fire in this fire area.

9A.3.57 FA2-317 FA2-317 Corridor

The FA2-317 area consists of the single fire zone located within the west area of the R/B.
The location of the fire zone of FA2-317 is shown on Figures 9A-5 through 9A-6.

In this area contains equipment and circuits that are not associated with a safety train.
The walls defining FA2-317 are of substantial reinforced concrete which provides 3-hour
ASTM E-119 fire resistance. Openings and penetrations into the area are protected to
maintain a 3-hour fire separation. In addition to the 3-hour fire resistance rating, certain DCD_19-535

barriers are designed to provide 5 psid pressure resistance, including doors, penetration SOl
seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid requirements are identified in Figures 9A-
1 through 9A-1 2. Due to small amount of combustibles, fire loading is not expected to
exceed 2.9E+04 Btu/ft2 .

This area is identified as being associated with safety train A.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-317 is provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual fire alarm pull station is
installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from manual fire
hose stations. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire extinguishers.
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fire areas and fire zones incur uncontrolled leakage. Even if radioactive material was
released by a fire occurring in this corridor, the smoke products would be confined to the
corridor area and if released into the adjacent areas; it would release to the environment
through the R/B ventilation system after appropriate filtration. Any water discharge for fire
fighting purposes would be confined to the R/B and appropriate treatment would occur
before release to the environment. There is therefore, no credible radioactive release
from a fire in this fire area.

9A.3.58 FA2-318 FA2-318 Area

The FA2-318 area consists of the single fire zone located within the southwestern area of
the R/B. The location of the fire zone of FA2-318 is shown on Figures 9A-5 through 9A-6.

In this area contains equipment and circuits that are not associated with a safety train.
The walls defining FA2-318 are of substantial reinforced concrete which provides 3-hour
ASTM E-119 fire resistance. Openings and penetrations into the area are protected to
maintain a 3-hour fire separation. In addition to the 3-hour fire resistance rating. certain DCD_19-535

barriers are designed to provide 5 psid pressure resistance, including doors, penetration Sol

seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid requirements are identified in Figures 9A-
1 through 9A-12. Due to small amount of combustibles, fire loading is not expected to
exceed 2.7E+04 Btu/ft2 .

This area is identified as being associated with non-safety train.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-318 is provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual fire alarm pull station is
installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from manual fire
hose stations. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire extinguishers.

Smoke Control Features

The fire area is formed with 3-hour fire rated barriers whose penetrations and openings
that are compatible with the 3-hour fire rating. This provides confinement for any smoke
generated within the area and prevents smoke intrusion into the area from adjacent
areas. Should smoke removal be required from the area, the plant fire brigade has the
necessary portable equipment to accomplish this.

Fire Protection Adequacy Evaluation

The fire area is constructed with concrete walls in excess of 8 inches thick and provided
with a fire door to the room to provide complete isolation of the room. All openings and
penetrations into the fire area are protected to provide complete isolation in the event of a
fire. The major fire threat to this room is from the cables and the transient combustibles
associated with maintenance activities during equipment outages. The fire protection
system for this room is designed in accordance with NFPA 72 and 14, and is the
combination of smoke detectors and manual hose stations.
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The area is provided with automatic fire detection which alarms upon high smoke
concentration and summons plant fire brigade. Based on the expected fire hazards within
the compartment during normal operation and the maximum expected fire during
equipment maintenance, the 3-hour fire rated boundaries of the compartment are more
than sufficient to contain any unsuppressed fire that can be expected to occur within the
fire area. On this basis, there is adequate fire protection provided for this fire area.

Fire Protection System Integrity

The fire protection capability for this area is provided from manual hose streams applied
by the plant fire brigade. The standpipe is designed to code (NFPA 14) and unlikely to
release water except after extreme seismic events. The fire protection piping is
seismically supported so that any failure will not cause the piping to impact any safety-
related equipment. Unintended operation of the fire suppression activity is not expected
since deliberate manual activation is required to operate a hose station valve and release
water. In the event of a fire, the equipment within the area is protected from significant
water intrusion since wiring is located in overhead areas and the small amount of panels,
controls and instrumentation are located off the floor by a distance that allows for some
water buildup on the floor.

Safe Shutdown Evaluation

A fire in this area has no potential to damage the ability of safe-shutdown function,
because they are not installed in this fire area. The fire in this fire area, therefore, will not
adversely impact the ability to achieve and maintain safe-shutdown.

Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

This fire area is within the radiologically controlled access area of the RIB. The potential
radiological material within this area is most likely associated with transient material or
potential contamination if piping systems containing radiological materials in the adjacent
fire areas and fire zones incur uncontrolled leakage. Even if radioactive material was
released by a fire occurring in this corridor, the smoke products would be confined to the
corridor area and if released into the adjacent areas; it would release to the environment
through the R/B ventilation system after appropriate filtration. Any water discharge for fire
fighting purposes would be confined to the R/B and appropriate treatment would occur
before release to the environment. There is therefore, no credible radioactive release
from a fire in this fire area.

9A.3.59 FA2-319 FA2-319 Area

The FA2-319 area consists of the single fire zone located within the southeastern area of
the R/B. The location of the fire zone of FA2-319 is shown on Figures 9A-5 through 9A-6.

In this area contains equipment and circuits that are not associated with a safety train.
The walls defining FA2-319 are of substantial reinforced concrete which provides 3-hour
ASTM E-1 19 fire resistance. Openings and penetrations into the area are protected to
maintain a 3-hour fire separation. In addition to the 3-hour fire resistance rating. certain I DCD_19-535
barriers are designed to provide 5 psid pressure resistance, including doors, penetration Sol
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seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 psid requirements are identified in Figures 9A- I DCD_19-535
1 throuah 9A-12. Due to small amount of combustibles, fire loading is not expected to Isol

exceed 2.7E+04 Btu/ft2 .

This area is identified as being associated with non-safety train.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-319 is provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual fire alarm pull station is
installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from manual fire
hose stations. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire extinguishers.

Smoke Control Features

The fire area is formed with 3-hour fire rated barriers whose penetrations and openings
that are compatible with the 3-hour fire rating. This provides confinement for any smoke
generated within the area and prevents smoke intrusion into the area from adjacent
areas. Should smoke removal be required from the area, the plant fire brigade has the
necessary portable equipment to accomplish this.

Fire Protection Adequacy Evaluation

The fire area is constructed with concrete walls in excess of 8 inches thick and provided
with a fire door to the room to provide complete isolation of the room. All openings and
penetrations into the fire area are protected to provide complete isolation in the event of a
fire. The major fire threat to this room is from the cables and the transient combustibles
associated with maintenance activities during equipment outages. The fire protection
system for this room is designed in accordance with NFPA 72 and 14, and is the
combination of smoke detectors and manual hose stations.

The area is provided with automatic fire detection which alarms upon high smoke
concentration and summons plant fire brigade. Based on the expected fire hazards within
the compartment during normal operation and the maximum expected fire during
equipment maintenance, the 3-hour fire rated boundaries of the compartment are more
than sufficient to contain any unsuppressed fire that can be expected to occur within the
fire area. On this basis, there is adequate fire protection provided for this fire area.

Fire Protection System Integrity

The fire protection capability for this area is provided from manual hose streams applied
by the plant fire brigade. The standpipe is designed to code (NFPA 14) and unlikely to
release water except after extreme seismic events. The fire protection piping is
seismically supported so that any failure will not cause the piping to impact any safety-
related equipment. Unintended operation of the fire suppression activity is not expected
since deliberate manual activation is required to operate a hose station valve and release
water. In the event of a fire, the equipment within the area is protected from significant
water intrusion since wiring is located in overhead areas and the small amount of panels,
controls and instrumentation are located off the floor by a distance that allows for some
water buildup on the floor.
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Safe Shutdown Evaluation

A fire in this area has no potential to damage the ability of safe-shutdown function,
because they are not installed in this fire area. The fire in this fire area, therefore, will not
adversely impact the ability to achieve and maintain safe-shutdown.

Radioactive Release to Environment Evaluation

This fire area is within the radiologically controlled access area of the R/B. The potential
radiological material within this area is most likely associated with transient material or
potential contamination if piping systems containing radiological materials in the adjacent
fire areas and fire zones incur uncontrolled leakage. Even if radioactive material was
released by a fire occurring in this corridor, the smoke products would be confined to the
corridor area and if released into the adjacent areas; it would release to the environment
through the R/B ventilation system after appropriate filtration. Any water discharge for fire
fighting purposes would be confined to the R/B and appropriate treatment would occur
before release to the environment. There is therefore, no credible radioactive release
from a fire in this fire area.

9A.3.60 FA2-320 FA2-320 Corridor

The FA2-320-01 corridor is located in the southeastern portion of the R/B as shown on
Figures 9A-5 and 9A-6. The fire area consists of single fire zone, FA2-320-01, provides
corridor access between the southeast R/B stairway (FA2-101) and the train A and B
UPS Room and I&C Room and Staff Room of Main Control Room on the east side of the
R/B on levels 2F.

The fire area primarily contains non-safety-related train cables. FA2-320-01 contains
maximum expected fire load of 2.7E+04 Btu/ft2 . The borders of this fire area are
constructed using reinforced concrete which results in fire resistance that exceeds a 3-
hour ASTM E-119 fire exposure. Openings and penetrations into this fire area are
protected with fire protection features provide at least 3-hour fire resistance. In addition to DCD_19-535

the 3-hour fire resistance rating, certain barriers are designed to provide 5 psid pressure Sol

resistance, including doors. penetration seals and dampers. The fire barriers with 5 p2sid
reguirements are identified in Figures 9A-1 through 9A-12.

The area is identified as being associated with non-safety train.

Fire Detection and Suppression Features

FA2-320-01 is provided with automatic smoke detection, and manual fire alarm pull
station is installed as secondary detection. Primary fire suppression is provided from
manual fire hose stations. Secondary suppression is provided from portable fire
extinguishers.

Smoke Control Features

The fire area is formed with 3-hour fire rated barriers whose penetrations and openings
that are compatible with the 3-hour fire rating. This provides confinement for any smoke
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